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PILL SCONCE

Standard Dimensions Overall:  3.94” W  x  3.94” D  x  15.75” H
Weight: 1162.3 oz  (Stone & Bronze / Blackened) 
Weight: 81.3 oz      (Stone & Bronze / Aluminum)

Materials Travertine, Honey Onyx, Metal

Details Lightbulb Type: 9W (not supplied) 
Fitting Description: E22 Edison Ø26mm
Suggested Lumen Rating: 250lm
Wattage: 3.3W Equiv 25w Incandescent
Kelvin Rating: 2700k-3000k Warm White
Voltage: 110-120V / 60 HZ AC
Dimmability: Bulb dependant
UL Lamp Holder E3810
UL Cord ELBZ . E465216

* Hardwired lamps must be installed by a professional.

Available Stone Finishes

       
  Travertine    Honey Onyx

*  Each stone object is unique, due to the variations of 
colour and veining that effect the inherent aesthetic 

appeal of natural stone.

Available Metal Finishes

              
     Bronze         Blackened      Aluminum                

* Slight variations will occur and may include slight 
pour ripples or surface pitting, which imprint every 

item with a unique character.

List Price * Contact for pricing. * List pricing is subject to change and does not include 
shipping. 

Pill Sconce Classico shown in Travertine (left), Honey Onyx (right). Designed by Henry Wilson.
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Installation Instructions See attached document.

Care Instructions Metal Finish
The metal used for our range oxidise with age and environment, both of which contribute 
to the evolution of a natural patina. If you favor the original bright finish of your pieces, 
this is easily restored by use of polishing solution - we recommend Braso or Silvo
depending on the metal in question - applied with a soft, clean cloth.

Stone Finish
To clean stone items, begin by removing any dust with a soft, dry cloth. A cloth dampened 
with warm water will usually remove superficial marks; if more effort is necessary, add a 
modest amount of pH-neutral detergent. Finish by wiping each piece thoroughly with a 
clean, dry cloth to absorb any residual moisture.
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